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Abstract—The purpose of this research was discussion about educational governance innovations through the implementation of four UNESCO pillars. This was a descriptive research that used a qualitative approach. The data was collected through observation, interviews and documentation. The results and discussion of this study are the achievement of a pleasant learning atmosphere with the innovation of educational governance through the implementation of four pillars of UNESCO education in this school.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In the teaching and learning process, there are many obstacles that arise from students. The constraints in question are internal constraints of students, namely laziness and lack of confidence. For this reason, in the teaching and learning process, innovation is needed. With the existence of Innovation, students can be supported to succeed the teaching and learning process. The statement of the number of obstacles that exist from students is not only limited to that. In addition to the constraints of the lack of innovation from the teacher, there is a diversity of types of students, each of whom cannot accept the same teaching method [1].

As a mediator and facilitator, the teacher has to anticipated this. For this reason, teachers must be skilled in applying innovation in classroom management needed by different types of students [2]. Therefore, needs to study of skilled understanding in applying Innovation through the education of 4 pillars of UNESCO in the management of classes needed by different types of students.

ABA Kindergarten is one of the pre-school educational institutions that wants to commit and continue to improve the education and teaching system for students [3]. The awareness of the complex educational needs such as limited facilities, the ability of teachers who are not optimally professional, or the standard teaching process that not suitable with the procedure. So, that causes the course of education in some places hampered progress and tend to be what they are. Positive approaches and superior programs designed must be suitable with the needs of students as outlined in the 4 pillars of UNESCO education. Based on the problems above, the researcher wants to describe the Innovation in Child Friendly Education Governance through the Implementation of 4 UNESCO Main Pillars of Education in Krian ABA Kindergarten.

II. Method

In this study, researchers used a qualitative descriptive research method. With the technique of collecting data by means of observation and interviews. The researcher made a direct observation of how to implement the education innovation management in the ABA Kindergarten school [1]. the things that the researcher observes are the readiness of the teacher in preparing the material, the atmosphere and conditions of the place of teaching and learning and student responses. Interviews are conducted to obtain more concrete or comprehensive data that we cannot find or obtain in the observation process. here the researcher conducted an interview with the head of the curriculum in the ABA Kindergarten school to strengthen the results and data obtained when making observations.

III. Results and Discussion

Some ABA kindergarten programs are formulations of Best Practices prepared for 1 year by the Teacher team [3]. The series of programs are governance innovations that are packaged in a friendly manner and are the implementation of the 4 pillars of UNESCO education [4]. Here is a description of the innovations found in ABA Kindergarten: (1). Learning to know: As explained in the rational, the first pillar of UNESCO's education is learning to know the learning needs themselves. In this case, ABA Kindergarten packages in a learning process that is interesting for children and interactive learning stages. There are 11 learning centers which are termed "countries". Strengthened by using the BCCT or SELING approach we convey to children that they are playing in a country [5]: (a) in the land of Alam Raya children learn about natural materials and simple science. The Scope of Natural Intelligence and stimulate children to experience exploration. (b). Athletic Country: is a country where children practice physical activity, especially gross motor skills and
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from a learning preparation and a big question. They have the

opportunity to pour ideas (exploring), and do what has been

conveyed in their ideas. Continue to make effective

communication so that children have the concept of "dare to

ask". (2). Learning to do: thematic learning activities (PAT). On the occasion of writing this paper, we enthusiastically told

how the process of children learning directly. Packed the game
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[9] In semester 1 the children learned about sharing with

another who needs, the next plan, at the final celebration of the

theme we invited the orphanage children to our schools and
directly the children shared what they had packed. Some are in

the form of bread parcels, toys or snacks. Direct experience

makes children have many questions. An example is the final

celebration of the theme "technology". The children discussed

about my traditional games are made of and immediately

sensed some of today's technological toys that were brought
to school and transformed into "my city play". So, that there are
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Understanding the existence of these different child friends is

the task of innovating the implementation of the UNESCO

education pillar. Therefore, ABA Kindergarten formulates the

needs of children with special needs categories in a container
called "Growth Center". is one of the units within the ABA

Education Institution that helps the process of optimizing the

growth and development of children in ABA schools and

society in general. Who provides services by prioritizing the

needs of each child's uniqueness as individuals who develop

according to the stage of development.

IV. CONCLUSION

From the background, formulation, discussion, rational and
description, we can gather that: The governance of education

for early childhood (kindergarten level) can be carried out in

an innovative and child-friendly manner through the

Implementation of Unesco's 4 Education Pillars. Whereas
starting from the initial education level (pre-school), a series of programs for excellent programs is needed which include innovation and friendliness in the process.

From this paper, the authors hope that some parties can synergize with each other, especially on the need for continuous educational achievement and be able to provide provisions for students to survive in their environment. (1) To the government: the progress of the world of education especially in Indonesia is in dire need of full support from the government. Primarily in the strategy of getting quality schools and graduating students who excel in achievement. Therefore, the authors hope that the government will be more active in providing training programs, periodic coaching, information about education whose general direction is UNESCO foundations, or comparative study programs in its efforts to expand knowledge about successful education in other parts of the world. (2) To School Managers: I hope this paper can be an encouragement to continue to provide opportunities and opportunities in planning innovative and child-friendly programs as implemented so far. (3) To the lifelong dedication of the Teachers: I hope this lesson can bring great inspiration to provide the best education for our students, especially comprehensive and sustainable education. (4) Finally to the parents whose mandate to educate children is extraordinary, that this paper was made in order to provide extensive information, not only for schools, but also can be applied in children's education when at home. Because the best education is a role model, and role model is very close to friendliness and regularity. Innovations in the family are also needed by children so that the harmony and knowledge they receive is sustainable at school, at home, or in the community.
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